
 

 

 
EXCLUSIVE EVENTS 

 
 
Cafe Sydney has developed a network of trusted professionals at the top of their respective fields who can 
assist you in all areas of event management from AV requirements to complete event concepts and 
decoration. This assistance provides a one-stop shop approach to functions usually only found at larger 
venues.  
 
Cafe Sydney is able to cater for up to 110 people sit-down and 325 people stand-up. There is a balcony for 
pre-lunch or dinner drinks (weather permitting) and the priceless views of Sydney Harbour, Harbour Bridge 
and the Opera House can be absorbed by each and every guest.  
 
The minimum food and beverage spend to book Cafe Sydney is calculated on the day, time and month of your 
event. To give you an indication of pricing, it will be between $45,000 - $75,000 + 10% service charge on the 
total account.  
 
The minimum spend includes:  
· Exclusive use of Cafe Sydney; food and beverages on consumption, labour for the duration of the function, 
Cafe Sydney orange lamps as centerpieces (optional)  
 
Additional Expenses not included in the minimum spend:  
· Entertainment, linen for the tables, microphone & lectern (if that provided by the entertainment cannot be 
utilised), guest list, alternative centrepieces  
 
Cafe Sydney has built itself a solid reputation as a function venue in both the corporate and private sectors. A 
key part of this success is due to our flexibility, allowing each client the ability to tailor a package that meets 
their interest and requirements.  
 
Being a restaurant, we do not have function menus as such. Our group menu is derived from the restaurant 
menu, which changes seasonally. 
 
Beverages are all served on a consumption basis. We require a pre-selection of one champagne or sparkling 
wine, one white and one red wine along with one premium beer to be served on the evening. We would liaise 
with a designated contact on the day regarding beverages on consumption, so that the minimum spend or set 
budget does not exceed without your knowledge.  
 
For availability or further information please contact Kate Shay on +61 8298 0322 or email 
functions@cafesydney.com 
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